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TRS OMR Solution
used by one of the
largest private
coaching institute
in South India.

Launching
eXtractPro Lite
Going with market trends, today
many small/medium institutes
and

colleges

require

OMR

solutions which have minimum
features but work in rugged
environment. TRS has come up
with a new version of its

The coaching institute having presence in all the
5 Southern States, uses TRS hybrid OMR
scanners to evaluate for all its internal tests and
mock exams.

powerful eXtractPro which can

TRS OMR Hybrid scanners can be

The template definition module is fully

work on any sheets printed

used to scan sheets at the rate of 80-

user friendly and it can accommodate all

100 pages per minute. For very high

design layouts like ‘1248’ format OMR

volumes, one can use high end

response.

scanners

The said coaching centre has its locations

using deskjet printers used in
most

offices.

There

is

no

constraint on the paper quality.
Also, during scan, the image
quality can be as low as 50 dpi.
The

images

can

also

be

uploaded from a mobile camera
with proper allignment. The
software is simple and direct,

along

with

eXtractPro

across the five Southern States, and they

software running on the backend.
The OMR software of TRS is scanner
independent. Hence, it gives power to the
end user to customise his solution as
required.

upto 1.5 million for a large
Public University in the State of
Uttar

Pradesh.

outlines
eXtractPro.

the

This

clearly

power

of

in 4-5

circular, oval and square boxes and is

their students.

images. It takes care of deskewing tilted
processed OMR volumes of

through the year. Currently they are using
locations to scan and provide results to

marks from both colour and grayscale

In one recent assignment, TRS

conducted more than 100 such tests all

The software will be able to handle
capable of reading both pen and pencil

OMR in numbers:

around 10,000 students per test. They

TRS hybrid OMR scanners

therefore no special training is
required.

neededs scanning power to process

images and also crops images, address
fields

automatically

if

needed.

The

software is also designed to read 1D,2D

TRS provides software to end users with
no limit on process volume. So institutes
can use the software life long without any
recurring costs. Support from TRS is
available on call within 24-48 hours.

barcodes (QR codes) and Lithocode from

For fully functional demo versions of

the answer sheet. At high speeds, the

the software, please contact:

software can recognise 15,000 images
per hour.

support@trsforms.com

